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Literary History

abstract: Recent changes in the theoretical and practical approaches to literary

history: new interest in the relationship among literature, culture, and history, new

attention to the narrative quality of this particular genre of history, new interpreta-

tions of the traditional problems: distinction between document and monument,

distinction between the general and the individual. Some of the old approaches

to writing literary history, such as the nineteenth-century examples of Geistesge-

schicinte or Stilgeschichte, have gone out of fashion. Newer suggestions have come

from the French historians gathered around the journal Armales, the German school

of Rezeptionskritik, and the American discussions on the canon. Among the types

of literary history that are widely practiced today are those focused on the evolu-

tion of literary institutions, the development of a language, the history of ideas and

ideologies, and the reconstruction of the biographical and sociological conditions

underlying the production of a literary work.Two types of approaches seem to stand

out: those that center on the development of literary forms and those that trace the

changes in literary themes over time. The real achievement would be to provide, at

the same time, a history of literary forms and a history of literary themes.

keywords: literature, culture, history.

The last three decades have seen a sharp change in the cultural and philosophi-

cal attitudes of many scholars, across many disciplines. For some time at the

beginning of this period, structuralist linguistics held sway, penetrating many

other disciplines with its influence and generating distinctive approaches in

sociology, psychology, anthropology, and even in literary criticism, where texts

tended to be treated as linguistic structures separate from their historical con-

texts. Now we have entered a new phase, in which structuralist linguistics has

been replaced by psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics. In many disciplines,

dialogical and hermeneutical approaches have dominated, while in literary

studies, previously abandoned critical approaches and keywords have returned

in force: the study ofthemes, the analysis ofnarrative techniques in their histor-
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ical development, the relationship between texts and contexts, the combination

of specifically literary analysis and the broader study of cultures. The change

has even reached the subdiscipline of literary history, whether in reopening

the discussion about the relationship between literature and history or in giv-

ing encouragement to more analytic studies of the particular genre of narrative

work constituted by literary histories, which had their greatest moment in the

nineteenth century, an era ofhistoriography and ofnovelistic narrative. Lending

force to this change has been a widespread interest in narrativity, as attested by

the interventions ofa wide variety ofthinkers and scholars, including the Amer-

ican biologist Stephen Jay Gould. According to Gould, “We are storytelling

creatures, and should have been named Homo narrator (or perhaps Homo mendax)

to acknowledge the misleading side of storytelling, rather than the often inap-

propriate Homo sapiens. The narrative mode comes naturally to us as a style for

organizing thoughts and ideas.”
1

But what is the current state of the theoretical discussion about literary his-

tory? Here too the signs of change are easy to discern. One question raised on

several occasions in the twentieth century made a renewed appearance in the

title of a book published in 1992: Is Literary History Possible?
2 The question itself

is evidence of a certain skepticism, a skepticism that has found many different

forms ofexpression and a wide variety oftheoretical and philosophical justifica-

tions on the many occasions throughout the twentieth century when the under-

lying principles of literary history have been subjected to critical scrutiny. It is

nonetheless true that the very act ofasking the question about the possibility of

literary history invites and encourages us to search for a positive answer.

Critical debate on this topic has revolved around two distinctions of a con-

ceptual nature. The first is the distinction between documents and monuments, an

ancient distinction that has recently regained currency in an ongoing debate

among historians. Imported into the field ofaesthetics (especially the phenom-

enological schools), it has provided the basis for a division between those works

that present themselves as documents, that is, as testimonies for a certain his-

torical reality, individual or social, and those works that present themselves as

valuable in themselves. These latter examples may ofcourse, with the necessary

caution, be employed as historical documents, but they have their real raison

d’etre in themselves, in the richness and density of their significations, in the

brilliance of their formal achievement, and in their own aesthetic qualities.

Hippolyte Taine, at the high-water mark of the exaltation of the document,
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and inspired by a conception of literature that was drawn from the great ro-

mantic and Hegelian tradition, felt able to write that “if literary works provide

documents, that’s because they are monuments .” 3 Rene Wellek, years later,

and in a decidedly antipositivist climate, was far more drastic: “Works of art,

I would argue, are monuments not documents (though they can of course be

used and studied as documents).” 4 They are, according to Wellek, immediately

present, whether Homer or Proust, the Parthenon or Picasso, Monteverdi or

Janacek .

5 He also wrote that:

A work of art is not simply a member of a series, a link in a chain. It may

stand in relation to anything in the past. It is not only a structure that may

be analyzed descriptively. It is a totality of values that do not adhere to the

structure but constitute its very nature. The values can be grasped only in an

act of contemplation. These values are created in a free act of the imagina-

tion irreducible to limiting conditions in sources, traditions, biographical

and social circumstances .

6

The other conceptual distinction is between individual and general (or generic,

or exemplary). This is taken from classical logic and distinguishes between the

interpretation and aesthetic judgment ofindividual works ofliterature, in which

each text is often best treated in and of itself, and the formulation of generic

and classificatory principles, an activity most familiarly associated with natural

scientists but also required of historians, often guided by the principle that “a

single swallow does not a summer make.” This distinction, in reference to the

problems of literary history, has been set out with great clarity by the German

critic Peter Szondi precisely to establish a difference between science and liter-

ary history:

Literary history, like the study ofall art, is separated from history by the same

gulfthat divides it from the natural sciences. Literary history also tends to see

the particular only as a specimen, not as an individual entity; uniqueness falls

outside its purview too. Friedrich Schlegel had some harsh words to say on

this score. He complained that one of the “basic principles of the so-called

historical criticism [is] the postulate ofcommonness: Everything truly great,

good, and beautiful is improbable, for it is extraordinary, and, at the very

least, suspect.” Such criticism of literary history by no means implies accep-

tance of the thesis that the individual, the particular work, is unhistorical.
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Quite to the contrary, historicity is in facta part of its particularity, so that the

only approach that does full justice to the work of art is the one that allows

us to see history in the work of art, not the one that shows us the work of

art in history. The latter point ofview also has its justification: of that there

should be no doubt. One of the tasks of literary study is to abstract from the

individual work in order to arrive at an overview ofa more or less unified pe-

riod of historical development. Moreover, it cannot be denied that a deeper

understanding of an individual passage or an individual work is sometimes

facilitated by this general knowledge, however problematic it may be.

Yet we must not overlook the fact that every work ofart possesses a certain

monarchical strain, that—as Valery put the matter—simply by its very exis-

tence it would like to destroy all other works of art.
7

Around the key concepts that I have laid out here there raged, through the

course of the twentieth century, a long and intense debate, which eventually

resulted in the calling into question of the very legitimacy of literary history.

In my book Raccontare la letteratura,
8

I reconstructed this debate and told how,

after years in which formalist and structuralist styles ofcriticism were greatly in

vogue and the legitimacy of any attempt to historicize or contextualize literary

texts was put in doubt, there was a sudden return ofinterest in those approaches

to literature, and hypotheses and theories were advanced on the historical rich-

ness of literary texts and on the various ways in which they could be contextu-

alized historically. I recall here as one of the most significant episodes in this

resurgence—along with the book by David Perkins and the reader he edited on

the subject9—a special edition of Annales,
10 which added to an already healthy

number of previous initiatives of a similar type (such as those mounted by two

journals, the American Neiu Literary History and the European Poetics, which pub-

lished together in 1985, in a sort oforganized dialogue, two issues on the theme

ofWriting Histories of Literature
11

). That the main organ of the prestigious French

school of social history judged it necessary to dedicate an entire issue to this

question was naturally of some importance. But it is also worth remembering

that Annales itself printed an essay by Roland Barthes on the same subject as

long ago as i960, the somewhat conflicted quality ofwhich is apparent even in

its title, “History or Literature?”
12 And it is also worth remembering that liter-

ary history was for some time of considerable interest to the greatest of all the

practitioners of the French school of social history, Lucien Fevbre, even to the
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point of motivating him to call for a “genuinely historical literary history.” 13 Fur-

thermore, in his review ofDaniel Mornet’s Histoire de la litterature classique, and in

reaction to the failure ofGustave Lanson’s attempt to bring history and literary

history closer together, Febvre had written that a genuinely historical literary

history would represent the history ofthe literature ofa particular era in its rela-

tions with the social life of that era. It would reconstruct the atmosphere of the

era, investigate who was writing, and for what audience, as well as who was

reading, and for what reason. It would have to examine what education writers

received (either in colleges or elsewhere) and at the same time what education

their readers received .

14

In the introduction of the special issue ofAnnales, Christian Jouhaud surveys

current critical attitudes to the problem of literary history, both on the part of

historians and on the part of literary scholars, and speaks of a “vast movement

to rehistoricize the literary,”
15 endorsing a view that has become quite wide-

spread. I myself have spoken of the “reversal of a trend” in recent theoretical

attitudes
,

16 and David Perkins has spoken ofa “revival of literary history.”
17

The two trends in literary criticism and theory that attract most of the atten-

tion of the contributors to the Annales special issue are the German tradition

of Rezeptionskritik or “reader-response criticism” led by Hans Robert Jauss, the

principal representative of the School of Konstanz, and the American tradi-

tion of New Historicism spearheaded by Stephen Greenblatt. And the choice

is unsurprising, since these are the two schools of thought that are for various

reasons closest to the method and theoretical presuppositions ofFrench social

historiography.

18 As emerges, indeed, from the essays collected in this issue of

Annales, all dedicated—and this was deliberate—to aspects ofFrench literature

ofthe seventeenth century, the main themes ofresearch are: the publishing and

circulation of literary works, with an obvious reference point in the French tra-

dition of the history of the book (Lucien Febvre, Henri-Jean Martin, Francois

Furet, Jacques Ozouf19
); the reception of literary work and profiles of the audi-

ence these works were addressed to; the self-fashioning ofwriters and of their

own social role as projected in their works.

Of course the full variety of critical and theoretical proposals that have been

advanced inside this vast movement to rehistoricize literature is much broader

than this. And one of the central approaches in the field, the School of Kon-

stanz’s attempt to do literary history as a history of literary reception, is now in

crisis even in its German homeland (though it has undoubtedly stimulated dis-
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cussions ofsome importance, such as that surrounding the “canon”). Undeni-

ably, now that three or four decades have passed since the original formulation

of the theory, and in view of the practical results that have been achieved and

the various intellectual paths that some of the movement’s leaders have taken

(H. R. Jauss toward aesthetics, Wolfgang Iser toward problems of the imagi-

nary20
), a certain sentiment of discontent and frustration has grown among

adherents of the school. After so many years of theorizing, not one actual lit-

erary history has been written along the lines set out by reception theory. As a

consequence, the journal Cahiers d’Histoire des Literatures Romanes—Romanistische

Zeitschrijt jiir Literaturgeschichte has taken on a certain stature as an organ for al-

ternative views. The journal was founded in the 1960s by Erich Kohler (shortly

before his early death), a scholar ofRomance literature and a colleague of Jauss

who collaborated with him on the grand literary historical project Grundriss der

romanischen Literaturen des Mittelalters.
21

Kohler’s work on the troubadours, on

Arthurian romances, and on many other aspects of medieval and modern lit-

erature
22 was often highly original, and his proposals to recontextualize the lit-

erary text seem to me to be still of great interest today, appealing as they do to

a conception of a historical sociology of literature and of the imaginary more

generally, an approach that is strikingly modern and sophisticated. Besides this,

he had a fair number of students and followers, both in Germany among the

contributors to the Zeitschrift he founded and in Italy among Romance studies

scholars such as Mario Mancini and Nicolo Pasero, who edits a journal whose

debt to Kohler’s work is apparent in its name, The Reflected Image.

The problem of the literary canon, on the other hand, after having been of

some interest to Jauss and his German colleagues, stimulating them to a series

ofdiscussions on the topic ofthe classics (both canonical works in general and,

in particular, possible canonical works ofthe Middle Ages 23
), has gone through

a remarkable development in the United States, where it has provoked unusu-

ally sharp debate and has come to touch on the very delicate question ofthe role

of literature in schools and in the nation’s common cultural foundations. The

issue of the canon, in fact, has laid bare all ofa sudden a very important aspect

ofany literary history—that is, the hierarchy of individual literary works (which

determines how much space each individual work deserves in a literary history).

At the same time, it has brought us face-to-face with the constant change, from

one generation to the next, in our hierarchy ofvalues and, with it, the possibility

that each new generation will have to construct a literary history of its own. It is
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no accident that New Literary History, in celebrating its twenty-fifth year, opened

the first offour projected special issues, all dedicated to the rehistoricization of

literature, with an essay devoted to the question of the canon, and bearing the

ironic title “Canonade .” 24

So much for the long series of theoretical proposals to which scholars have

had recourse over the last few decades in their attempt to provide new and origi-

nal answers to the question of whether it is possible to write literary history. I

turn now to two different questions. First, what exactly is literary history about,

or what exactly is it writing the history of? What choices are literary historians

making, and what purposes do they have in mind, when they decide to tell us

about a particular series of events in which, according to them, literary history

consists? And second, how does one do literary history? What narrative tech-

niques do literary historians have recourse to, or have at their disposal?

There are two types of literary history that stand no chance of being reha-

bilitated in our time. Though they both belonged to the genre’s most glorious

phase, writing in either mode no longer seems possible; no scholar today would

feel comfortable in using them as a basis for his or her own work. The first type

is literary history as the history ofa national consciousness or ofthe identifying

traits (whether cultural, linguistic, or even racial) of a particular national com-

munity. This is the model that inspired the great literary historians of the nine-

teenth century. Besides Francesco de Sanctis
25—who probably wrote the single

greatest work of this type in all of Europe—we should recall here the already

mentioned Taine, along with Georg Gottfried Gervinus, Leslie Stephen, George

Brandes, Emile Legouis, Louis Cazamian
,

26 and many others. This type of lit-

erary history rests on particular philosophical foundations. Particularly funda-

mental is the idea that the nation should be conceived not only as an assemblage

ofpolitical institutions but also as a set ofcommon cultural norms; the idea that

each nation has a particular Hegelian spirit or Geist, a particular national identity

that can be isolated and reconstructed in telling the story of its past, and which

found expression in all the various ways the nation had of representing itself,

and especially through the representative modes of literature. Underneath this

particular tendency in literary history was an even broader conception, wide-

spread in the nineteenth century, ofa history ofthe spirit, Geistesgeschichte, which

should be involved in recovering the successive stages of the development of

civilization in the various European nation-states. (And this is leaving aside the

contemporaneous debate on the difference between civilization and culture.
27

)
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This nationalistic tendency depended upon the enabling condition of the birth,

at the beginning of the modern age, ofa very strong sense not only of the indi-

viduality ofthe bourgeois subject but also ofthe individuality ofthose collective

subjects that constitute modern nation-states. It is therefore hardly surprising

that, beside the development ofa striking new narrative form, the Bildungsroman,

involved in recounting the episodes that went toward the construction ofan in-

dividual subject (his “self-education” or, to use Hans Blumenberg’s28
terms, his

“self-affirmation” and “self-determination”), there arose the genre of literary

history, whose task was to recount the episodes that went toward the construc-

tion ofa collective subject, the nation-state, and to mirror its self-education and

self-fashionings through time .

29

Another type of literary history, also very popular in the past but now out

of fashion and surrounded by doubts and criticisms whenever it makes an ap-

pearance, is literary history as the history ofstyles: not Geistesgeschichte, then, but

Stilgeschichte. Examples include the periodic attempts to write histories of the

neogothic, baroque, or neoclassical styles. In such cases the element in com-

mon that allows one to generalize, which provides a solid foundation for the

reconstruction of a period of history, is some stylistic trait, some recognizable

formal characteristic (such as openness and closure, horizontality and vertical-

ly, torsion, spirals, and so on), often chosen by analogy with the practice of

art historians. This approach certainly has a notable past, and can be traced

back to the example of Heinrich Wolfflin and other great art historians. It is

motivated by the idea that a literary form has life and a development in time .

30

All the same, there are cogent reasons to doubt the theoretical coherence of this

type of literary history, which hypothesizes a separate and autonomous life for

literary forms
,

31 and after projects like that ofArnold Hauser, who constructed

his own model that combined the history ofstyles with the history ofsocieties
,

32

this type of literary history has rarely been attempted. When one comes across

a book with a title like Jean Rousset’s La litterature de I'age baroque en France
,

33 one

should be on one’s guard: Rousset’s critique of the traditional idea that the Ba-

roque was foreign to the spirit of the French people, and his attempt to show

that there was such a thing as the French baroque, is based almost entirely on

the demonstration of recurring themes (not stylistic tropes) in the literary texts

ofthe grand siecle.

But there are other types ofliterary history that are more theoretically accept-

able, more widespread, and more commonly practiced today, and today’s liter-
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ary histories tend to model themselves at times on one ofthem, and at times on

another; sometimes they are even modeled on a combination of approaches. I

will try to make a rapid survey ofthese types.

First and foremost, there is the history ofliterary institutions, which focuses

on all the various sorts of institutions that have assisted in the production and

distribution of literary texts in different historical periods. This type of liter-

ary history—not too far from that called for by Lucien Febvre—deals with the

material supports for literary communication, from orality to literacy and from

the manuscript to the book. It also deals with the contexts and circumstances

of literary production, from the copyist’s workshop to modern editing to elec-

tronic means for the conservation and distribution oftexts. (It is, then, a field of

inquiry closely related to the history of the book.) It further deals with places of

encounter between writers and readers (the medieval university, the chancellery

of a medieval city-state or signoria, courts, academies, literary cafes, editorial

boards for encyclopedias, publishing houses, journals). Finally, it deals with

the coming together ofgroups, schools, and movements, traditional and avant-

garde, and with the formulation of programs and the writing of manifestos.

This is a perfectly respectable way ofconstructing a literary history, and one that

is readily connected to other aspects of social and cultural history. But its real

subject matter is cultural institutions, which provided the backdrop and ren-

dered possible the production, distribution, and consumption ofliterary works.

Related to the history ofcultural institutions is another type ofhistory, which

is similarly concerned with the very conditions ofliterary production and which

is particularly vital to it: the history of languages themselves. Carlo Dionisotti,

for one, has argued (picking up some important insights ofAntonio Gramsci34
)

that it is impossible to do Italian history—not only literary history but cultural

and social history as well—without grappling with the question of the Italian

language. The Italian language, in this view, is a fundamental aspect not only

of the construction of the Italian national identity but also of the construction

ofItaly’s civic, social, and political institutions .

35 The same can be said ofmany

other nations.

Another type of literary history takes the circulation of literary works as its

subject. This is a broad field and has generated a distinctive brand ofliterary so-

ciology, which has occupied itselfwith publishing markets, the distribution of

books, the reactions ofreaders, in sum with literature as practice and its various

fortunes through history. To this field belong outstanding studies such as the
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history of the circulation of Boccaccio’s Decameron by Vittore Branca, who was

able to establish, by a careful study of the manuscripts, that it was Florentine

merchants, more than the members ofany other social class, who bought, read,

and circulated the Decameron in the fourteenth century.

36 A quantitative sociol-

ogy of reading has been elaborated by the German scholar Rolf Engelsing and

the French scholar Robert Escarpit. The American Robert Darnton has comple-

mented these elementary statistical studies with more intimate investigations,

examining the internal effects on the mind and imagination of readers of the

often exciting and emotional experience ofreading a novel, from the eighteenth

century to today.

37 And a good number of scholars have studied the market for

books in the modern era, reconstructing the consequences that the internal

differentiation of the reading public has had on the production ofvolumes of

various sorts (e.g., highbrow and lowbrow literature) and on the formation of

strongly defined and conventionalized genres built around the effects produced

in readers (e.g., mystery, suspense, horror). (And from here a whole series of

other histories can be written ofthe subgenres ofserial literature, such as detec-

tive fiction, spy stories, and sci-fi.) The methodologies ofGerman Rezeptionkritik

and American reader-response criticism, although they are oriented toward the

actual reading of texts, are not in their essence sociological approaches. And

yet they do have in some sense a linguistic, semiotic, and hermeneutic qual-

ity, since they focus their attention not so much on the audience and its social

composition as on the relationship between the text and the audience and on

those features of the text that allow them to evoke certain reactions in read-

ers (whence the concepts of the “implicit reader” and the “horizon of expec-

tation”). Here the sociological methodology and language of Pierre Bourdieu

have had great influence, both in France and outside of it. Bourdieu proposed a

sociology of cultural processes and a concept of “cultural capital,” and distin-

guished between various fields of cultural activity, substituting for the concept

of“cultural hegemony” that of“symbolic violence .” 38 Several scholars—Pascale

Casanova providing perhaps the most authoritative voice among them—have

applied the ideas ofBourdieu to literary studies, with fascinating results .

39

The problem with these various schools ofliterary sociology is that they have

concentrated on individual aspects of literary communication (e.g., the canon,

genre, imitation, irony, allegory, the market, center and periphery). Though

many of these different dimensions are of some importance, in focusing on
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them, these approaches have all so far failed to construct actual literal histories

ofany completeness.

There is another type of history, and that is the history of ideas or of ideolo-

gies. This has often been approximated, especially in France and Italy, and par-

ticularly by Gramscians, to the history of intellectuals and their role in society.

The history ofideas, it must be admitted, no doubt has a role to play in any more

general social or cultural history. Its main interest is in movements within soci-

ety, in the hegemonic or contested ideas within them, in the rise and fall ofnew

ideas and projects, and in the role intellectuals and writers play in different soci-

eties in the formation and diffusion of these ideas. The problem ofwhat role to

attribute to intellectuals has arisen in various periods ofhistory in many nation-

states. Was their role granted to them or seized by them? At various points their

position has been seen to be organic, critical, or challenging (to use Gramsci’s

terms). It is a key aspect of Italian history, and may be similarly central in all

those countries in which national unification came late and by unusual means,

since in such places, in the absence ofwell-defined interests and in the presence

of excessively weak political structures, a particularly central role was given to

intellectuals in propping up those in power, intervening on behalfofthe people,

or simply in radical contestation .

40 And yet the identification ofintellectuals and

literary figures, though it is not unjustified in the history of many nations, has

ended too often in eliding the uniqueness of literature and in reducing literary

history to the history of ideologies. Literary history has become the history of

intellectuals and their role, of their explicit and implicit connections with the

world ofideas, ofmovements, ofthe great trends.

Yet another sort of literary history of considerable interest is that which fo-

cuses on writers and their lives. This is a type of history that has its own par-

ticular problems, problems of legitimacy and of methodology. For example, is

it really possible to reconstruct and interpret the course of a life, assembling

its details into an orderly and meaningful narrative? What are the interpretive

tools to which one can legitimately have recourse in doing so? What narrative

choices should one make among the many that have been tried in this particu-

lar literary genre? And does a writer’s life have its own particular characteris-

tics that make it different from the lives of other people? Moreover, this sort of

history raises delicate questions about the relationship between literature and

biography, between social history and the history of individuals. The relation-
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ship between a writer’s life and work is, as is well recognized, very complex

and problematic, and the tendency to interpret, or even psychoanalyze, a writer

on the basis of hidden themes or recurring metaphors in his work was quite

widespread among twentieth-century biographers. On the other hand, nobody

is inclined to deny absolutely either the inherent interest or the theoretical legiti-

macy of the biography as history and narrative. Indeed, it is a curious fact that

not a few of the leading lights of the Russian formalist movement (Sklovskij,

Eichenbaum, Tynianov), after falling victim to political repression, turned to

writing literary biographies, thus making a prudent retreat from the world of

expressive text to the past world ofsingle authors’ lives. A further problem that

should not go unnoticed is that the organic development of a writer’s life can-

not always be schematized and inserted into the broader historical development

of a society. An individual life may trace an arc that departs significantly from

the arc traced by social structures, with their internal dynamics oforganization,

transformation, and stabilization. There are writers who found themselves in a

reasonably harmonious relationship with their time and others whose lives had

a developmental rhythm that contrasted greatly with the surrounding rate of

social development, either because their lives anticipated society’s future course

too soon or because they remained attached to old ways and old values. There

are writers whose lives have straddled some great social transformation, and

who lived half in one historical period and half in another. Here again arises

the problem, to which I made reference at the beginning ofthis essay, ofthe re-

lationship between the individual and the general. The material and existential

circumstances ofa writer’s life stand in a relationship to his work that is com-

plex and problematic, yet at the same time concrete and particular; but the rela-

tionship that such circumstances have with the historical context ofthe writer’s

lived experience is instead abstract and generalized. To emphasize the particu-

lar circumstances of individual lives and works can confer a certain thickness

and authenticity to a literary history, but it risks shattering any more general de-

sign, thus reducing history to a series ofportraits or busts ofindividual writers.

The types of literary history that I have discussed so far tend to consider the

literary work as a document, not a monument, interest themselves more in con-

texts than in texts themselves, and take their points ofdeparture from individual

elements of the historical context: institutions, language, ideas, intellectuals,

and so on.

But what of types of literary history that concentrate more directly on texts
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themselves and tend to treat them as monuments instead of documents? As

representative examples of this category, we will consider now two other ap-

proaches, both ofwhich have been tried many times and ended in failure; be-

cause of this, their viability remains open to question. I am talking about the

history of literary forms and that of literary themes.

The idea of doing literary history as a history of literary forms was the great

dream of the Russian formalists, and later of the Prague structuralists. It is an

idea that has been taken up several times, perhaps never so bravely as in the

1960s and ’70s, when a school ofthought that had emerged in the first decades

of the century was relaunched in a quite different intellectual atmosphere. At

the roots of this project (initiated by Tynianov and taken up later in Prague

by Mukarovsky41
) is the idea that literary forms have their own existence and

agency. Conjoined with this is the notion that there is an evolution of forms

through time (in language, genres, meters, structures) along their own partic-

ular line of development (the “series”), which runs parallel to—if sometimes

slightly out ofsync with—other series following their own evolving paths (e.g.,

ways ofliving, mentalites, cultural representations, imaginaries, ideologies).

I believe there is a subtle point here calling for deeper exploration. Literary

forms can certainly be said to have their own histories. One could imagine, for

example, a history of the octave, or a history of terza rima from Dante through

Machiavelli to the modern era, or a history of poesia barbara (modern accented

poetry that imitates classical quantitative meters), ofprose poetry, of free verse.

Each of these literary forms appeared at a certain moment in the development

of literature and not before or after; each had an originator and went through

transformations and innovations. And yet, after all the great work done on one

aspect ofthe history ofliterary forms or another, the realization has been that it

is not possible to construct a proper literary history on this basis, since a literary

history that takes forms as its point of departure will never escape those forms

into the broader landscape of literary production. And the precise reason for

this impasse is that literary forms have in themselves no meaning: the individual

formal characteristics of a work (rhetorical, metrical, or linguistic) only have a

role in the structure of a work if they are placed in some relationship with ele-

ments ofthat work’s thematic content.

Less frequent have been attempts to write literary histories focusing on lit-

erary themes. There is the recent and ambitious essay by Francesco Orlando,

who dedicates a whole book to certain images that recur in Western literature
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through all the many centuries of its evolution, images of what he calls “ob-

solete objects”: the landscape with ruins, the deconsecrated church, the desic-

cated flower, the necromantic relic, the buried treasure, the antiquarian’s para-

phernalia, the fraying habit, the dilapidated house, the haunted castle, the city

swallowed up by the desert, the tacky souvenir.

42 We are dealing with recurring

or widely employed images or thematic elements, very often organized in “cha-

otic enumeration” as studied by Leo Spitzer, which are for the first time in Or-

lando’s book put systematically at the center ofour attention, defined and scru-

tinized in all their specificity and difference. Moreover, the images are placed in

connection with a larger and more meaningful system, with the broader cultural

or literary imaginary, and even with a generalizing history of the relationship

between humankind and things, culture and nature.

But even with such an enthralling instance of this type of work, the ques-

tion nevertheless arises ofwhether it is really possible to write satisfying literary

history by beginning from a single theme or even an entire network ofthemes.

The question remains even in cases where a scholar departs from a single el-

ement or network and connects it to a more general and comprehensive the-

matic structure that constituted—so he may claim—the imaginary ofan entire

historical era. A work like that of Ernst Robert Curtius, on a quite broad series

of themes that recur in classical and medieval literature
,

43 though having some

of the features I am talking about, is in the final analysis rather partial. The

themes (or topoi) that it takes as its purview are appealed to in order to support

or collaborate a historical thesis that is quite subjective and clearly ideologically

motivated: that of the continuity of the classical Christian tradition and medi-

eval literature .

44 Thematic reconstruction can too often degenerate into a kind

of historical taking of sides, an almost obsessive reference back to past tradi-

tions, all within a generalizing and universalizing drift that more often than not

ends up occluding the particular characteristics of individual periods or works.

Examples of successful thematic research do exist, made possible by a certain

compactness of the themes in question in particular historical periods, or by

the particular density ofcertain thematic strands
,

45 which thus collected around

themselves whole sections of the imaginary in a consistent way through vari-

ous periods of history.

46 And yet even when we move on to works dedicated to

single genres or styles (Bakhtin’s epics and novels
,

47
for example, or Moretti’s

Bildungsroman
,

48 Bakhtin’s carnivalesque, Frye’s romances and comedies, or Leo

Marx’s pastoral
49

), this approach, which at different times privileges an entire
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tradition in its thematic consistency, or its incarnation in particular works ofart,

tends to partiality. And departing from partial reconstructions, it is difficult to

attain the ideal of a generalized and comprehensive literary history. Whenever

one finishes reading a work of this nature, the same question always arises: are

these literary genres and styles best defined and described in terms of the the-

matic structures that characterize them or in terms of their formal and rhetori-

cal features?

The real achievement would be to provide at the same time a history of liter-

ary themes and literary forms, with the two aspects linked closely together. But

I am not sure whether even this, once it was attained, would be enough. Indeed,

I have the impression that to the question “What is literary history a history

of?” it is possible to give, at present, only a provisional and unsatisfactory an-

swer. One thing, in any case, is certain: whoever takes it upon himself to write a

literary history should be aware that he has in front ofhim a choice, a necessity

to take an explicit stand in terms of his point ofview and his aims. This is what

David Perkins means when he writes that a literary history must be written from

a specific point ofview.

50 The same idea, expressed in a bolder and more imagi-

native way, appears in a dense passage by Walter Benjamin: “Just as flowers turn

their heads towards the sun, so, in the power ofa secret heliotropism, does all

that has been tend to turn itself towards the sun which is rising in the sky of

history.”
51 According to this idea the past, even the past of literary imagination,

presents itself to us as we watch the sky of history in a certain perspective, and

we who contemplate and try to understand it have inevitably our own viewing-

place, our own perspective.

Bearing this principle in mind, we can add that the most useful and convinc-

ing literary histories are those that combine more than one of the approaches I

have surveyed, thus avoiding the limitations ofany single approach. Avoiding a

simple identification of literary history as a whole with one type of literary his-

tory is particularly important for those who focus on context and risk thereby

making a history of literary works into a history of documents. Ifwe are really

serious about constructing an image ofthe flower that turns to us from the past

and lifts itself into the sky of history, we have to embrace multiple perspectives,

triangulating contrasting approaches and insisting on maintaining and explor-

ing the relationship between texts and contexts.

We come now to the second question I wanted to ask: how does one do lit-

erary history? Well, how are literary histories done? If one looks at the formal
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structures of literary history, one can observe that two approaches are preem-

inent, two approaches that alternate and contrast with each other within the

single peculiar genre of literary history, a peculiarly narrative genre. These ap-

proaches are narrating and describing. There is a continual oscillation between

these two modes ofwriting in the works that we call literary histories. Often an

author halts his or her narrative to begin a description of individual works of

art; he contemplates and analyzes them, describing them in all their specificity,

letting us understand how they are constructed. Then, knowing well, like any

good storyteller, that audiences do not like excessively long descriptions, he or

she returns to the dominant mode, to the rhetorical and structural principle at

the foundation of all literary histories, that is, to narrative.

The circumstances ofthe production oftexts, the events ofauthors’ lives, the

main features oftheir works, their reception by the public, the place their formal

and thematic choices earn them within a tradition and a system of genres, the

place they occupy in some aesthetically defined canon ... In literary histories,

all these elements are integrated and organized into a narrative that conforms

to the conventions oflogical and linear development, makes use of effects such

as complication as denouement, and pays attention to the devices of suspense

and surprise .

52

Of course, there is more than one way oforganizing a narrative. There is the

classic model of the Bildungsroman. There is the foregrounding and placing in

relief of a few exemplary characters of literary history in a manner reminiscent

of the historical novel. There is the exciting journey between texts encountered

almost by chance in a narrative that is like nothing so much as an adventure

novel. There is the dense cataloging of dates, lives, genres, and texts in a liter-

ary history that approaches the nineteenth-century novel in its overfed vastness.

There is the imitation ofthe experimental novel, aiming to provide a deliberately

fragmented account of the literature of the past. And finally there is the ambi-

tious attempt at creating a literary history that is consonant with the modern or

postmodern sensibility, with multiple plotlines and perspectives, intersections

and superimpositions, and a few pregnant moments in which the longue dure'e

breaks into the present, revealing the existential timelessness of the human

condition. Perhaps the greatest example of this kind of narrative is Erich Au-

erbach’s masterpiece, Mimesis
,

53 which closes—and this is no accident—with

discussions ofJames Joyce and Virginia Woolf.
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